
Fauci confessed Covid19 fraud
Covid19 scam burst . Fauci in prison

The greatest fraud, the worst crime ever, is now revealed to all

Fauci, now in prison, has confessed, that Covid19 is a bio-weapon, made in the lab to pave the 
way for  the “Covid19 vaccines”, the next bio-weapons, into the bodies of billions of people.  
6 out of 7 billion people should die. Depopulation! The rest should become slaves of the 
attackers, slaves of 150 million Huns, undercover organized in deep state, led by 3.000 multi-
billionaires, the bankers, who earlier used the alias “Jews“.  These “money Jews” want(ed) to 
become the owners of the blue planet in the near future, with slaves for the work.
With tax money of the citizens, many billions, they bought from their own deepstate companies
via their TrojanHorses in the governments big quantities really dangerous bio-weapons, camou-
flied as saving vaccines, in reality killer vaccines with a built-in timer to let die all their victims
at the same time, nobody too early so that the others are not warned. There are 4 nano-proces-
sors in the vaccines, which can set the time clock forwards or backwards via 5G. Multi-million 
citizens have already run into their vaccination trap, have let themselves inject (“vaccinate”). 
Increasing numbers, misled by the “vaccine”-promotion of the criminal press, intend to follow. 

That is now bursting. Fauci, caught by US elite troops on June 1st, confessed everything. His 
computers with all the telltale e-mails about the Covid fraud are in the hands of the prosecutors.
And extensive evidence of Biden's election fraud and Trump's election victory. The deepstate 
press is still hiding it. Our BiG-flyers bypass the criminal press of deep state and spread 
the breaking news: Fauci, the architect of the Covid fraud, in prison, has confessed. 

Read also:  WorldSolutions vanished .  www.light-on-robbers.jaaaa.net

ScienceParty-with-WorldSolutions, X-Power and BIG         www.Fauci-confessed.jaaaa.net 
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